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Cover photograph (Copyright © 2012, American Society for Microbiology. All Rights Reserved.): The association between heterozygosity for
the MHC class I gene HLA-B*57 and slow progression to AIDS following HIV-1 infection has been known for over a decade; however, studies
of cytotoxic T lymphocyte targeting during chronic infection have failed to identify targeting of any individual B57 epitope as key to immune
protection. When epitope targeting during early HIV-1 infection was assessed in B57⫹ individuals monitored longitudinally, targeting of the
IW9 epitope of the Gag-capsid protein emerged as a strong correlate of long-term immune control. The importance of timing of early
targeting events to outcomes has important implications for vaccine design. Image by Anna Bruinsma. (See related article on p. 10505.)
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Although HLA-B*57 (B57) is associated with slow progression to disease following HIV-1 infection, B57 heterozygotes display a
wide spectrum of outcomes, including rapid progression, viremic slow progression, and elite control. Efforts to identify differences between B57-positive (B57ⴙ) slow progressors and B57ⴙ rapid progressors have largely focused on cytotoxic T lymphocyte
(CTL) phenotypes and specificities during chronic stages of infection. Although CTL responses in the early months of infection
are likely to be the most important for the long-term rate of HIV-1 disease progression, few data on the early CTL responses of
eventual slow progressors have been available. Utilizing the Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study (MACS), we retrospectively examined the early HIV-1-specific CTL responses of 14 B57ⴙ individuals whose time to development of disease ranged from 3.5 years
to longer than 25 years after infection. In general, a greater breadth of targeting of epitopes from structural proteins, especially
Gag, as well as of highly conserved epitopes from any HIV-1 protein, correlated with longer times until disease. The single elite
controller in the cohort was an outlier on several correlations of CTL targeting and time until disease, consistent with reports
that elite control is typically not achieved solely by protective HLA-mediated CTLs. When targeting of individual epitopes was
analyzed, we found that early CTL responses to the IW9 (ISPRTLNAW) epitope of Gag, while generally subdominant, correlated
with delayed progression to disease. This is the first study to identify early CTL responses to IW9 as a correlate of protection in
persons with HLA-B*57.

U

nderstanding the mechanisms that underlie rare instances of
immunological suppression of HIV-1 infection offers an important opportunity to identify correlates of immune control,
which is critical to the rational design of HIV-1 vaccines (18, 54,
60, 69, 71). The overrepresentation of certain HLA class I alleles
among slow progressors, those who delay disease onset in the absence of antiretroviral therapy (38, 56, 62), is consistent with the
critical role that cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) play in HIV-1
suppression, both restricting viral propagation (9, 44, 72) and
constituting a major force driving viral evolution (2).
HLA-B*57 (B57) is one such protective allele, found in less
than 5% of the general population, but enriched to between 39%
and 85% among cohorts of slow progressors (14, 25, 29, 38, 45, 56,
62). Genome-wide association analyses further support the contribution of B57 to HIV-1 control (26, 61, 63). However, the B57
haplotype itself is not sufficient for protection: a substantial fraction of B57-positive (B57⫹) individuals progress normally and
even rapidly to disease (8, 29, 56, 58). This spectrum of outcomes
has spurred efforts to identify the immunological characteristics
that distinguish B57⫹ slow progressors from B57⫹ average progressors.
The ability to elicit more effective CTLs is thought to account
for the protective effect of B57, and in both slow and rapid progressors, B57-restricted CTLs dominate the immune response
throughout the course of HIV-1 infection (3, 5, 56). Functional
characterization of the CTLs from B57⫹ slow progressors revealed
preserved expression of multiple cytokines compared to those
from B57⫹ rapid progressors (8), which was followed by some
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controversy about whether such polyfunctionality was the consequence rather than the cause of sustained low viremia (57, 66, 76).
Recent work suggests that superior CTL cytotoxicity, in association with the ability to proliferate in response to antigen, is a more
direct correlate of immune control of HIV-1 infection, although
causality is impossible to determine in cross-sectional studies of
persons with chronic infection (16, 24, 25, 34, 55, 57, 68, 70).
Complicating the effort to identify the correlates of the most
effective CTL responses in B57⫹ individuals is the frequent targeting of three highly conserved B57-restricted epitopes in the Gagcapsid protein: IW9 (ISPRTLNAW, amino acids [aa] 147 to 153),
KF11 (KAFSEPVIPMF, aa 162 to 172), and TW10 (TSTLQEQ
IGW, aa 240 to 249) (33, 56). It is not clear whether the ability to
target three conserved CTL epitopes in Gag-capsid is the key to
B57-mediated protection or whether targeting of one is more important than targeting of the others. Furthermore, it is unclear
whether targeting of these epitopes mediates protection in an additive manner or whether temporal patterns of CTL targeting are
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TABLE 1 Clinical characteristics of 14 HLA-B*57 participants from the MACS cohort

HLA genotype

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

A0100
A0201
A0101
A0101
A0201
A0101
A0101
A0101
A0201
A0100
A0101
A0200
A0201
A0101

A3000
A3301
A0201
A2402
A0201
A0201
A0201
A2501
A0201
A2400
A0201
A3201
A6801
A0301

B1801
B3501
B4402
B4401
B5001
B0702
B5701
B1801
B1501
B4403
B5101
B0702
B5703
B1518

B5701
B5701
B5701
B5701
B5701
B5701
B5701
B5701
B5701
B5701
B5701
B5701
B5802
B5701

C0501
C0401
C0501
C0304
C0602
C0602
C0602
C0602
C0304
C0303
C0602
C0602
C0602
C0602

C0602
C0602
C0602
C0602
C0602
C0702
C0702
C1203
C0602
C0602
C0702
C0700
C1801
C0704

Long-term outcome

Time (mo)
since infectiona

CD4b

VLc

Event

Time (yr)
to eventd

0–12
5–6
0–24
0–6
10–15
0–6
0–7
0–6
3–8
4–6
0–6
9–15
6–12
0–9

833
789
317
1098
800
744
665
1637
958
801
757
853
642
1200

20,501
14,811
30,468
8,868
2,927
11,955
4,414
3,151
4,989
43,400
109,373
82,009
5,538
⬍ 400

Death
Death
CD4 ⬍ 200
CD4 ⬍ 200
CD4 ⬍ 200
CD4 ⬍ 200
CD4 ⬍ 200
CD4 ⬍ 200
cART
Nonee
CD4 ⬍ 200
CD4 ⬍ 200
cART
Nonee

3.5
5.5
6
6
6.25
9
11
12
13
13
13.5
15
17
25

a

Number of months that elapsed between seroconversion and donation of the samples used in this study.
Number of CD4⫹ T lymphocytes/mm3 of blood at the time of sampling.
c
Number of HIV-1 RNA copies/ml of plasma at the time of sampling.
d
Number of years elapsed between date of infection and the earliest of the following events: decline of CD4⫹ T cell counts below 200/mm3, initiation of combination antiretroviral
therapy (cART), or death.
e
Participants J and N still had CD4 counts above 200, as of 2011.
b

important. Efforts to identify patterns of epitope targeting that
distinguish B57⫹ slow progressors from B57⫹ rapid progressors
have focused on chronic stages of infection: overall, CTL targeting
during chronic infection appears to be similar between B57⫹ slow
and typical progressors, although slow progressors have CTL responses that are more narrowly focused on TW10, KF11, and IW9
than do rapid progressors (56).
Importantly, the contribution of HIV-specific CTLs to the
control of HIV-1 infection is most apparent early in infection, and
these early CTL responses are thought to be important for longterm outcomes (9, 31, 47, 53, 77, 79, 81, 82). Consistent with this,
B57 exerts its protective effect early in infection (3, 4, 11, 12, 29, 77,
78). Therefore, to identify the correlates of B57-mediated immune
control of HIV-1, it is important to compare the early CTL responses of B57⫹ slow progressors with those of B57⫹ normal or
rapid progressors. However, the long lag between infection and
evidence of long-term disease suppression has hampered efforts to
correlate specific B57-specific early immunological events with
long-term protection.
To address this issue, we have taken advantage of the unique
longitudinal resources of the Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study
(MACS), which, beginning in 1984, has enrolled at-risk homosexual men, tested for HIV-1, recorded clinical data, and cryopreserved blood samples on a semiannual schedule until the present
time. The study has thus captured participants within months of
infection, including those who showed no acute symptoms and
ultimately controlled infection exceptionally well, and has followed these individuals for up to 27 years. To determine whether
early patterns of CTL targeting are associated with differential
long-term outcomes, we have conducted CTL epitope mapping
studies on samples taken shortly after HIV-1 infection from 14
B57⫹ MACS participants with different long-term disease progression outcomes.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study. Established to study the natural history
of HIV-1 infection, the MACS is an ongoing prospective cohort study of
men who have sex with men that operates at four sites within the United
States of America (19, 20, 22, 39). Samples and information are collected
from participants semiannually, with samples cryopreserved at each visit.
Longitudinal information regarding CD4⫹ T cell count, viremia, and
drug treatment is available for each of the study participants. Decisions to
treat are made by the physicians overseeing the care of the participants
outside the MACS. Samples and information on participants have been
collected under informed consent and institutional review board-approved protocols at each of the four MACS sites, and the current study has
been conducted after approval by the UCLA Institutional Review Board.
Study participants. Fourteen male HLA-B*57⫹ participants (13
HLA-B*5701⫹ and 1 HLA-B*5703⫹ individuals) were identified and selected for study on the basis of HIV-1 seroconversion while enrolled in
MACS with subsequent follow-up until either progression to AIDS, initiation of combination antiretroviral therapy (cART), death due to AIDS,
or the time of analysis (November 2011) (Table 1). Additional criteria for
inclusion included homozygosity for the wild-type allele of CCR5 and
availability of cryopreserved early-postseroconversion peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs). cART was defined as combination therapy
with at least two nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors and a protease
inhibitor or nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor. Viably cryopreserved PBMCs were obtained from the MACS repository for the first
available postseroconversion time point for each participant.
Polyclonal expansion of CD8ⴙ T lymphocytes from PBMCs. Cryopreserved PBMCs were thawed and subjected to nonspecific polyclonal
expansion using a CD3-CD4-bispecific monoclonal antibody as previously described (35). Briefly, 106 PBMCs were incubated at 37°C in complete RPMI medium containing 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum
(Omega), 1 g/ml anti-CD3/CD4 antibody (83, 84), and 50 units/ml interleukin-2 (NIH AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Repository).
Cells were fed with medium twice per week and kept in culture for 14 days.
This procedure produced an average of 15 ⫻ 106 cells; cell viability was
⬎85% by trypan blue exclusion; the CD8⫹ purity was ⬎90% and the
CD4⫹ contamination was ⬍3%, as determined by flow cytometry. This
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Participant

Characteristics at time of sampling

Early Targeting of IW9 Is Protective in B57⫹ Persons

Ds ⫽

c

n (n ⫺ 1)

兺 i i
i ⫽ 1 N(N ⫺ 1)

where c is the number of epitope variants occurring more than once in the
database, ni is the number of occurrences of variant i, and N is the total
number of sequences in the database. (1 ⫺ Ds) was used as the measure of
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diversity, so that low numbers indicate low diversity/high conservation, as
with the Shannon entropy index.
Statistics. Relationships between disease-free years (defined in Results) and the breadth or magnitude of the CTL response were assessed
using Spearman rank correlations. Tests comparing the number of disease-free years for subjects who did and did not target particular epitopes
were performed using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. We used these nonparametric approaches because of the likelihood of nonnormality with
some of these measures (which could not be adequately assessed due to
the small sample sizes) and the presence of outliers. However, the results
were similar when using the equivalent parametric tests. Due to the variation in time of sampling relative to seroconversion, we also examined
whether adjusting for this factor affected the strengths of the observed
relationships by fitting linear regressions on the ranks, with sampling time
included as a covariate.

RESULTS

Selection of HLA-B*57ⴙ participants with available early postseroconversion samples and known long-term outcomes. To
identify early in HIV-1 infection the CTL targeting characteristics
of HLA-B*57 (B57) individuals that correlate with eventual longterm control of infection, we selected 14 participants who had
seroconverted while enrolled in the MACS and for whom longterm outcomes were known and early postseroconversion samples were available. Thirteen participants were HLA-B*5701⫹, including a single B*5701 homozygote. The 14th participant,
participant M, was a B*5703-B*5802 heterozygote (Table 1).
In most cases, the time that had elapsed between seroconversion and the first available sample could be defined to within 6
months, on the basis of the dates of the last known seronegative
visit and the first known seropositive visit (Table 1), with infection
estimated to have occurred at the midpoint between those dates.
For several participants, the range could be further narrowed due
to additional testing performed at about the time of seroconversion between the usual semiannual study visits. For four participants, the time between the last seronegative visit and the first
seropositive visit was greater than 6 months due to missed study
visits. In some cases, the earliest cryopreserved postseroconversion sample available was from a time point later than the first
seroconversion visit. The time of sampling thus ranged from an
estimated 3 to 12.5 months after seroconversion, with a median of
5.25 months.
For each individual, the disease-free interval was calculated as
the time from seroconversion to the earliest of the following 3
events: decline of CD4⫹ T cell counts below 200/mm3, initiation
of cART, or death attributed to HIV infection. Participant I had a
CD4 count of 622/mm3 and a viral load (VL) which had spiked to
41,465/ml from a set point of about 5,000/ml in his last visit before
cART was initiated; 3 years later, his CD4 count declined below
200/mm3. Participant M had a CD4 count of 360/mm3 and a VL
which had increased to 8,840/ml from a set point consistently
below 5,000/ml in his last visit before cART was initiated (2009);
as of November 2011, his CD4 count remained above 200/mm3.
The disease-free intervals ranged from 3.5 to more than 25 years,
with a median of 11.5 years (Table 1 and Fig. 1). As of November
2011, two of the participants (participant J and N) continued to
maintain their CD4⫹ T cell counts above 450/mm3 without antiretroviral therapy.
Early clinical markers vary among HLA-B*57 participants.
Plasma viremia at the time of sampling ranged from ⬍400 to
109,373 RNA copies/ml (Table 1). No correlation was seen be-
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approach has been shown to generate nonspecifically expanded CD8⫹ T
lymphocytes with frequencies of HIV-1-specific CTLs that are similar to
those before expansion (35, 37, 74).
Mapping of HIV-1-specific CTL responses. HIV-1-specific CD8⫹ Tcell responses were mapped using a standard gamma interferon (IFN-␥)
enzyme-linked immunosorbent spot (ELISpot) assay (35). Briefly, 3 ⫻
105 cells were plated per well and exposed to a library of HIV-1 peptides
(consecutive 15-mers overlapping by 11 amino acids) spanning all HIV-1
proteins, obtained from the NIH AIDS Research and Reference Reagent
Repository (Gag, catalog number 8116; Pol, catalog number 6208; Env,
catalog number 9487; Nef, catalog number 5189; Tat, catalog number
5138; Rev, catalog number 6445; Vpr, catalog number 6447; Vpu, catalog
number 6444; Vif, catalog number 6446; all were clade B consensus sequences, with the exception of Env, which is clade MN). Peptides were
screened in 53 pools of 12 to 16 peptides; each peptide was added to the
wells at a final concentration of 5 g/ml. Responses were mapped to the
peptide level using 4-by-4 matrix pools and then single peptides as previously described (86). Each plate included three negative-control wells
with expanded CD8⫹ T cells without peptides and three positive-control
wells containing 0.4 g/ml of anti-CD2/CD2R and anti-CD28 monoclonal antibodies (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA). Plates were read on an
automated ELISpot counting system (Cellular Technologies Limited,
Cleveland, OH). A positive response was defined as being higher than four
times the mean of the negative controls or 60 spot-forming cells (SFCs)/
106 cells, whichever was greater. All confirmatory single-peptide ELISpot
assays were conducted in duplicate, and the average of the two SFC values
was used. Because many epitopes are included in two consecutive overlapping 15-mer peptides, only the higher SFC value for positive ELISpot
assay responses against 2 sequential peptides was used.
Assigning minimal epitopes within peptides. For 43 of the 47 targeted peptides identified by IFN-␥ ELISpot assay analysis, we were able to
identify the likely minimal epitope (9-mer, 10-mer, or 11-mer) within the
peptide, guided by (i) the overlap between consecutive recognized 15-mer
peptides, (ii) the HLA genotype(s) of the individual(s) being tested, and
(iii) the online resources of the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
database of HIV-1 Epitope Maps (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content
/immunology/maps/maps.html) and the Immune Epitope Database
(IEDB) Epitope Predictor (http://tools.immuneepitope.org/analyze/html
/mhc_binding.html) (64).
Assessment of epitope sequence variability. We took two approaches
to quantifying the degree of sequence variability of the epitopes identified:
Shannon entropy, a measure of variability at each amino acid that takes
into account both the number and the frequency of observed amino acids
(42), and the Simpson diversity index (Ds), a measure of variability accounting for both the number and the frequency of possible epitope variants (6, 50, 75).
Shannon entropy was calculated using the online tool at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory HIV-1 Sequence Database (http://www.hiv
.lanl.gov/content/sequence/ENTROPY/entropy_one.html) for each
amino acid position in the 2008 alignment of clade B sequences, where
low values indicate low variability, as previously described (85). Epitope
entropy was calculated as the mean Shannon entropy value of all the
amino acid positions in the predicted minimal epitope. For the 4 targeted
15-mer peptides for which we could not identify a specific minimal
epitope candidate, we calculated the mean entropy for the entire 15-mer.
Ds was calculated for each epitope by considering the entire sequence as a
unit and using all clade B epitope sequences occurring more than once, as
identified by the LANL QuickAlign tool (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content
/sequence/QUICK_ALIGN/QuickAlign.html). Ds was calculated as
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participants. Column heights indicate number of years from seroconversion
until decline of CD4⫹ T cell counts below 200/mm3 (8 participants) or other
threshold disease-defining events, including initiation of cART (2 participants,
I and M) and death (2 participants, A and B). White, years that the CD4⫹ T cell
count was sustained above 450/mm3; gray and black, additional years that
CD4⫹ counts were sustained above 400 and 200 cells/mm3, respectively. Two
participants (J and N) continue to maintain CD4⫹ T cell counts above 450
cells/mm3 of blood at this time (arrows).

tween viremia at the time of sampling and eventual time until
disease (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). For all participants except participant K, these levels were similar to the earlyset-point viremia (data not shown). Participant K had a lower
level of subsequent viremia (set point, about 3,000 copies/ml; data
not shown); the early time of sampling and the high level of
viremia suggest that participant K was sampled during early or
acute infection. Participant N is an elite controller who has suppressed viremia below the level of detection and maintained
CD4⫹ T cell counts between 800 and 1,200/mm3 for 25 years (data
not shown).
Because the time of sampling relative to seroconversion varied
among the participants, we tested whether viremia levels were
associated with time of sampling but did not find evidence of such
a relationship (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material), further
suggesting that these viremia levels reflected early steady state.
CD4⫹ T cell counts at the time of sampling ranged from 317 to
1,637/mm3 (Table 1). Although declining CD4⫹ T cell counts are
generally an indicator of HIV-1 disease progression, CD4 counts
were not significantly associated with lower levels of viremia or longer
disease-free intervals (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material).
B57-restricted responses dominate the CD8ⴙ T cell response
early in infection but do not correlate with disease outcomes.
Because CTLs are important effectors of HIV-1 immune containment, particularly during early stages of infection, we sought to
determine whether any specific parameters of early CTL responses, including breadth, magnitude, or specific epitope targeting, correlated with effective long-term control of infection. To
this end, epitope-specific CTL targeting was quantified by IFN-␥
ELISpot assay using overlapping 15-mer peptides spanning the
viral proteome.
Overall, CTL responses to 47 peptides were detected among the
14 participants (91 total positive responses; Table 2). Eighty-seven
of the 91 CTL responses could be assigned to a likely minimal
epitope within the 15-mer. Of the 47 peptides, 19 contained minimal epitopes previously reported to be B57 restricted or to contain anchor motifs consistent with B57 binding and did not contain any epitopes predicted to be restricted by other HLA alleles of
the participant (Table 2; see Table S1 in the supplemental material). Another 4 peptides contained both predicted B57-restricted
epitopes and epitopes predicted to be restricted by another HLA of
the participant (Table 2; see Table S1 in the supplemental material). The fraction of the epitopes targeted that were presumed to
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FIG 1 Distribution of disease progression profiles among the 14 HLA-B*57

be B57 restricted ranged from 25% to 100% (mean, 71%), and
B57-restricted CTL responses accounted for 39% to 100% (mean,
75%) of the overall magnitude of the response. These results agree
with prior studies showing that B57-restricted CTLs generally
dominate the CTL response (3, 4, 56).
Neither the breadth nor the magnitude of the total or of the
B57-restricted early CTL response was significantly associated
with time to disease or with viremia or CD4⫹ T cell counts.
An elite controller is an outlier on some bivariate analyses
relating CTL targeting and disease progression. During the analyses, it emerged that participant N, the elite controller, was an
outlier in terms of the bivariate relationships between some immune parameters and disease progression. While participant N
clearly had the slowest progression to disease, maintaining both
very low viremia levels and high CD4⫹ counts, by various measures his CTL responses were quite unremarkable. This suggests
that his CTL response may not fully account for his long-term
control of HIV, which is consistent with recent reports that elite
controllers often benefit from both protective HLA alleles and
additional factors, such as infection with weak viral strains or
CD4⫹ T cells with reduced susceptibility to HIV-1 (15, 46, 67).
Since our goal was to identify correlates of the early CTL response
that correlate with eventual long-term control, we conducted our
subsequent analyses both including and excluding data for participant N.
Greater breadth of CTL targeting of conserved epitopes correlates with slower progression to disease, while magnitude is
associated with time since infection. CTL targeting of highly conserved epitopes has been proposed to confer better protection
than targeting of variable epitopes because conserved epitope sequences are more constrained in their ability to mutate and evade
CTL recognition (87). We took two approaches to quantifying
epitope conservation: both the Shannon entropy score and Simpson’s diversity index (1 ⫺ Ds) were calculated for each of the 47
targeted epitopes. The Shannon entropy index can be understood
to be the average of the variabilities of the amino acids in an
epitope, whereas Simpson’s diversity index quantifies the variability of the epitope as a whole. Cases where amino acids in an
epitope covary, commonly seen when secondary mutations compensate for fitness costs of escape mutations, result in a higher
entropy score than diversity score.
Plotting the Shannon entropy scores of the 47 targeted epitopes
revealed a cluster of 13 epitopes with scores below 0.1 (Fig. 2a);
CTL responses to these 13 low-entropy (LE) epitopes were assessed, as were CTL responses to the 13 epitopes with the lowest
Simpson diversity scores (⬍0.5; low diversity [LD]) (Table 2 and
Fig. 2a, b, f, and g). Although the breadths of the LE and LD
responses were not correlated with the time since seroconversion,
a significant association between the magnitudes of the responses
to these minimally variable epitopes and the time since seroconversion was observed (R ⫽ 0.53 and P ⫽ 0.05 for LE response; R ⫽
0.62 and P ⫽ 0.02 for LD response; see Fig. S3 in the supplemental
material). This led us to adjust for the effect of time of sampling
when exploring potential associations between these CTL responses and time until disease.
When the entire cohort was analyzed, no relationship between
breadth of the LE response and time until disease was observed
(R ⫽ 0.36; P ⫽ 0.21; P ⫽ 0.16 when adjusted for the effect of time
of sampling; Fig. 2c). However, when data for elite controller N
were excluded from the analysis, this relationship was significant

Early Targeting of IW9 Is Protective in B57⫹ Persons

TABLE 2 CTL epitopes targeted by 14 participantsa

Downloaded from http://jvi.asm.org/ on September 10, 2012 by UCLA BIOMEDICAL LIB/SERIALS
a
Forty-seven peptides identified by IFN-␥ ELISpot analysis. Values shown are number of SFCs/106 cells. The positions and entropy values refer to the boldfaced epitope within
the 15-mer peptide. For four 15-mers for which it was not possible to identify the smaller epitope (*), the positions and entropy values refer to the entire 15-mer. Position
numbering matches LANL HXB-2 alignment. The 13 lowest entropy values (ⱕ0.1) and diversity values (1 ⫺ Ds ⱕ 0.5) are indicated in bold in gray boxes. B57 denotes the 19
B57-resticted epitopes; the SFC values for these epitopes are in bold and boxed in dark gray. B57? denotes the four epitopes for which it was not possible to resolve whether they
were restricted by B57 or another allele of the participant; the SFC values for these epitopes are in bold and boxed in light gray. The highest-magnitude response for each
participant is double boxed. For participants E, G, I, K, L, and M, the 2nd-highest response was within 10% of the highest and is also double boxed.
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this study were plotted by Shannon entropy score (a) and Simpson’s diversity index (f). Low scores indicate greater sequence conservation. (a) The 13 epitopes
with entropy scores below 0.1 were defined as LE (boxed), and more detailed results are shown in panel b. (f) The 13 epitopes with diversity scores below 0.5 were
defined as LD (boxed), and more detailed results are shown in panel g. Numbers in panels b and g indicate the number of participants targeting individual
epitopes; unlabeled epitopes were targeted by only one participant. (c and h) Numbers of LE and LD epitopes, respectively, targeted by individual participants
versus years to disease. (d and l) Numbers of LE and LD epitopes, respectively, targeted by individual participants versus years to disease data but with data for
participant N (circle with a cross) excluded. (e and j) Magnitudes of CTL response against LE and LD epitopes, respectively, versus years until disease. All
participants are represented in all graphs with the exception of those in panels d and i, in which data for participant N are excluded from the analysis. The
relationships between breadth and magnitude and time until disease were also analyzed by adjusting for the time of sampling; the adjusted (adj.) P values are
shown (c to e and h to j). Correlations and P values shown are calculated on the basis of Spearman’s rank correlation.

(R ⫽ 0.57; P ⫽ 0.04; adjusted P ⫽ 0.03; Fig. 2d). A greater breadth
of the LD response was also significantly correlated with slower
times until disease, both for the whole cohort (R ⫽ 0.61, P ⫽ 0.02,
adjusted P ⫽ 0.006) and when data for elite controller N were
excluded (R ⫽ 0.79, P ⫽ 0.001, adjusted P ⫽ 0.00002) (Fig. 2h and
i). The magnitudes of the responses to LE and LD epitopes were
not significantly correlated with time until disease (Fig. 2e and j).
Taken together, these results suggest that CTL targeting of more
highly conserved epitopes early in infection is associated with better long-term control of infection.
CTL responses to structural epitopes correlate with delayed
progression to disease. CTL responses against proteins encoded
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by all 9 genes of HIV-1 were detected (Table 2 and Fig. 3a). All
participants demonstrated CD8⫹ T cell responses to both structural (Gag, Pol, Env) and regulatory (Nef, Tat, Rev) proteins, and
six participants targeted at least one of the accessory (Vpr, Vif,
Vpu) proteins. Greater breadths of both the total and the B57restricted CTL response to structural proteins were associated
with longer times until disease (total, R ⫽ 0.67 and P ⫽ 0.009; B57,
R ⫽ 0.68 and P ⫽ 0.008; Fig. 3b and c). Breadth of targeting of
regulatory and accessory epitopes did not correlate with time until
disease (data not shown).
In no case was the magnitude of the response to any subset of
epitopes associated with time until disease. Previous studies have
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FIG 2 Greater targeting of conserved epitopes early in infection correlates with longer times until disease. The 47 epitopes/peptides targeted by participants in
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FIG 4 Early targeting of B57-restricted Gag epitopes correlates with better long-term outcomes. (a) Column height indicates the number of unique epitopes
targeted within each individual. Black, dark gray, and light gray shading, epitopes derived from Gag, Pol, and Env, respectively; white, responses to epitopes from
nonstructural proteins. The association between the breadth of CTL targeting of B57-restricted epitopes of Gag and slow progression to disease (c) was stronger
than the association of CTL targeting of all Gag epitopes with slow progression (b). Exclusion of the data for participant N from the analyses in panels b and c
yielded similar findings (not shown). The association between breadth of targeting of 3 immunodominant B57-restricted Gag epitopes (IW9, KF11, TW10) and
slow disease progression (d) was stronger when the data for participant N were excluded from the analysis (e). The degree to which the CTL response was focused
on IW9, KF11, and TW10 (quantified as the fraction of the total breadth that responded to these epitopes represented) did not correlate with time until disease
(f). All participants are represented in the graphs, with the exception of that in panel e, in which the data for participant N were excluded from the analysis. The
strength and statistical significance of the correlations were similar when adjusted for the effect of time of sampling on CTL targeting. Correlations and P values
shown are calculated on the basis of Spearman’s rank correlation.
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FIG 3 CTL targeting of epitopes from structural proteins early in infection
correlates with better long-term outcomes. (a) Column height indicates
the number of unique epitopes targeted within each individual. White,
gray, and black shading, portion of the response that is specific for epitopes
of structural, regulatory, and accessory protein origin, respectively. The
greater breadth of the CTL response to both total structural epitopes (b)
and B57-restricted structural epitopes (c) correlates similarly with slower
progression to disease. The strength and statistical significance of the associations shown in panels b and c were similar when the analysis was adjusted for the effect of the time of sampling on the breadth of targeting and
when data for participant N were excluded. Data for all participants are
represented in the graphs. Correlations and P values shown are calculated
on the basis of Spearman’s rank correlation.

also found CTL breadth to be a more reliable correlate of protection than magnitude (1). Therefore, for the remainder of the analyses, only the associations between the breadth of the CTL response and time until disease are shown.
B57-restricted targeting of Gag epitopes early in infection
correlates with slower disease progression. CTL targeting of Gag
is inversely associated with viremia levels during early and chronic
infection (23, 40, 48, 52, 59). Consistent with this was the lack of
Gag targeting in participants A and B, who progressed the most
rapidly to disease (Table 2; Fig. 4a). While the association between
the breadth of the total early Gag-specific CTL response and time
until disease for the whole cohort fell short of statistical significance (R ⫽ 0.48, P ⫽ 0.08; Fig. 4b), a greater breadth of targeting
of B57-restricted Gag epitopes early in infection was correlated
with slower disease progression (R ⫽ 0.62, P ⫽ 0.02; Fig. 4c).
Migueles et al. (56) previously reported that, during chronic
infection, B57⫹ elite controllers demonstrate highly focused
CTL responses to four conserved B57-restricted epitopes in
Gag, ISPRTLNAW (IW9), KAFSPEVIPMF (KF11), TSTLQE
QIGW (TW10), and QASQEVKNW (QW9). While none of the
participants from our cohort responded to QW9, the remaining
three epitopes were targeted by several individuals. Surprisingly,
the breadth of targeting of IW9, KF11, and TW10 correlated less
well with outcomes than did the breadth of targeting of all B57specific Gag epitopes, only trending toward significance (R ⫽
0.51, P ⫽ 0.06; Fig. 4d; compare with Fig. 4c). However, when data
for elite controller N were excluded from the analysis, the association between early targeting of these three conserved epitopes
and longer times to disease reached significance (R ⫽ 0.65, P ⫽
0.02; Fig. 4e). There was no correlation between a narrowly focused response to these epitopes early in infection and eventual
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with eventual slow progression to disease. IW9 (ISPRTLNAW), KF11 (KAFS
EPVIPMF), and TW10 (TSTLQEQIGWM) from Gag, HW9 (HTQGYFPDW)
from Nef, and LY11 (LKTVRLIKFLY) from Rev were all targeted early in
infection by at least 5 of 14 participants, permitting analysis of whether early
targeting correlated with long-term protection. (a) Hollow circles, nontargeters for each epitope; filled circles, targeters for each epitope; bars, median times
until disease. IW9 was the only epitope for which targeters had significantly
longer times to disease than nontargeters: median, 13 years versus 6 years. (b)
Analysis similar to that for panel a, but with data for participant N excluded.
(c) Bars, median times at which samples were taken relative to seroconversion
among targeters (filled circles) and nontargeters (hollow circles) for each
epitope. P values shown are calculated on the basis of the 1-sided Wilcoxon
rank-sum test.

slow progression (Fig. 4f), even when data for participant N were
excluded.
Within the first year of infection, time of sampling did not
strongly affect the breadth or magnitude of targeting of total or
B57-specific Gag epitopes (see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material).
Early B57-restricted CTL targeting of the IW9 Gag epitope
correlates with delayed progression to disease. Rank-sum analyses comparing the time to disease for targeters versus nontargeters of individual epitopes were possible for all epitopes targeted by
more than 5 participants, which included IW9, KF11, and TW10,
as well as 2 additional presumed B57-presented epitopes, HW9
from Nef and LY11 from Rev (Table 2 and Fig. 5). Of these 5, the
only epitope for which differences in early targeting between eventual slow versus rapid progressors were observed was IW9; individuals who targeted IW9 early had a median time to disease of 13
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DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to determine whether any characteristics of the CTL response early in HIV-1 infection distinguish HLAB57⫹ individuals who eventually demonstrate long-term control
of infection from those who progress more rapidly to AIDS. Early
CTL responses are believed to be more important for control of
HIV-1 infection than later CTL responses, both because they limit
peak viremia and impose early fitness costs and because they exhibit more effective cellular phenotypes, likely benefiting from
more robust CD4⫹ T cell help and less antigen-induced exhaustion than later responses (13, 79). However, correlating early CTL
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FIG 5 CTL targeting of the IW9 epitope of Gag early in infection is correlated

years, whereas the median time to disease was only 6 years for
nontargeters (Fig. 5a and b; P ⫽ 0.037 by 1-sided Wilcoxon ranksum test because the hypothesis was directional; the 2-sided P
value is 0.073, also trending toward significance). When the analysis was repeated by excluding the data for elite controller N, the
1-sided P value for the association between early IW9 targeting
and longer times until disease strengthens to 0.006 and the 2-sided
P value strengthens to 0.012 (Fig. 5b).
To address the possibility that this finding was an artifact of the
particular disease threshold definition chosen, CD4⫹ T cell counts
declining below 200/mm3, we also analyzed the association between early IW9 targeting and the time until CD4 cell counts
declined below 400/mm3 and found that those with early IW9
targeting trended toward a delay in reaching this threshold as well
(median, 5.3 years for nontargeters versus 10.3 years for targeters,
P ⫽ 0.10; see Fig. S4 in the supplemental material).
Some epitopes are characteristically targeted early in infection,
whereas others elicit stronger responses later in infection (32). We
examined whether the patterns of CTL targeting found for individual epitopes were an artifact of the time that had elapsed since
infection at the time of sampling but did not find significant differences in time of sampling between targeters and nontargeters
for any of the 5 epitopes examined (Fig. 5c). Therefore, it is not
likely that the observed association between early targeting of IW9
and eventual slow progression to disease was an artifact of time of
sampling.
All 7 participants who targeted IW9 also targeted other Gag
epitopes, and 6 of the 7 also targeted TW10 and/or KF11. To
quantify the degree to which IW9 targeting contributed to the
association between targeting of various subsets of Gag epitopes
and slow disease progression, we reanalyzed these relationships
with data for IW9 targeting excluded, as well as with data for
TW10 and KF11 targeting excluded, for comparison (see Fig. S5 in
the supplemental material). For the association between B57-specific Gag epitope targeting and slow progression (R ⫽ 0.62, P ⫽
0.02), removing the data for IW9 had a stronger impact on the
association (R ⫽ 0.42, P ⫽ 0.14) than did removing the data for
TW10 (R ⫽ 0.57, P ⫽ 0.03). For the association between targeting
of the IW9-TW10-KF11 set (R ⫽ 0.51, P ⫽ 0.06), removing the
data for IW9 had a stronger impact (R ⫽ 0.34, P ⫽ 0.24) than did
removing the data for either TW10 (R ⫽ 0.44, P ⫽ 0.11) or KF11
(R ⫽ 0.40, P ⫽ 0.16). This trend was also seen when the data for
participant N were excluded from the analyses. These data suggest
that IW9 targeting is not protective in isolation and that targeting
of other epitopes contributes to protection. However, IW9 targeting early in infection does appear to contribute more strongly to
long-term protection than does early targeting of TW10 or KF11
or other B57-specific Gag epitopes.
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target TW10 advanced to disease much more quickly than those
who did (3.5, 5.5, and 6 years for participants A, B, and C, respectively, versus 6, 6.25, and 9 years for participants D, E, and F,
respectively). CTL targeting of TW10 and fitness-impacting escape mutations in this epitope have been shown to be associated
with control of HIV in the early years of infection (21, 30, 51, 73,
77); however, our study suggests that the protective effect of early
TW10 targeting may not extend beyond 10 years. In agreement
with this, the fitness costs to HIV-1 of CTL escape mutations in
TW10 were shown to wane during chronic infection due to the
accumulation of compensatory mutations (11). Importantly, the
subjects in the earlier study were recruited from those who presented with acute symptoms of HIV-1 infection and did not include any slow progressors, whereas 50% of our participants
maintained CD4⫹ T cell counts above 500/mm3 for more than 7
years, 0% of the subjects in that study did (21). Finally, the earlier
study limited the analysis of B57-restricted targeting to the TW10
and KF11 epitopes (21). In contrast, by conducting proteomewide ELISpot assay analyses, we made no a priori assumptions as
to which early CTL responses would be important and identified
early IW9 targeting as an unforeseen correlate of long-term disease suppression.
We also report here that during early infection a greater
breadth of targeting of highly conserved epitopes, regardless of
HLA restriction or parent protein, correlated with longer times
until disease, as did a greater breadth of targeting of B57-restricted
epitopes of Gag. The latter findings are consistent with those from
a prior report that found that targeting of conserved and Gagderived epitopes correlated with lower viremia levels during primary infection (48). CTL targeting of Gag epitopes has also been
found to correlate with lower viremia levels during chronic infection (23, 40, 52, 59). The present study extends these findings both
by focusing on the differences in targeting among B57⫹ individuals and by linking early CTL targeting events with long-term
outcomes. The effectiveness of early responses to conserved and
Gag-derived epitopes for not only immediate control but also
long-term control of HIV-1 reaffirms the case for the design of
vaccines that elicit responses to such epitopes in persons of all
HLA genotypes.
Strikingly, the single elite controller in our study was an outlier
in many bivariate analyses relating patterns of early CTL targeting
and outcomes. This provides additional support for the notion
that elite controllers typically have more than simply a protective
HLA genotype and associated CTL responses in their favor, but
also benefit from additional factors, such as CD4⫹ T cells resistant
to infection or infection with an attenuated virus (15, 46, 49, 67),
although we have no evidence for this in the case of participant N.
Importantly, however, this model does suggest that efforts to
identify CTL-mediated correlates of infection in B57⫹ individuals
should not focus solely on elite controllers; rather, comparisons
between viremic slow and rapid progressors are likely to be more
fruitful.
The greatest difficulty in interpreting our results is the range of
time that elapsed between infection and time of sampling among
our participants. The effect of sampling time on the magnitude of
the CTL response to highly conserved epitopes was especially evident. This effect is consistent with the increase in the fraction of
the CTL response devoted to conserved epitopes that occurs over
time, as CTL responses to epitopes that escape progressively decay
(7, 36). The length of time that elapsed between infection and time
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targeting events with long-term outcomes has been problematic
due to the difficulty in reliably identifying those individuals, while
still within the early stages of infection, who will eventually prove
to be slow progressors. By enrolling thousands of at-risk men,
documenting HIV infections and subsequent disease outcomes
over decades, as well as archiving cryopreserved samples, the
MACS has facilitated this type of analysis. In addition, the prospective enrollment strategy of the MACS ensures better representation of slow progressors, who are less likely to exhibit symptoms
of acute retroviral syndrome and are thus often excluded from
acute-infection cohorts (3).
The results shown here identify CTL targeting of the IW9
epitope of Gag in the early months following HIV-1 infection to be
a novel immune correlate of long-term control among B57⫹ individuals. Although the cohort is small, many of the observations
in this study are consistent with prior reports, suggesting that the
cohort is representative and that the correlation between early
IW9 targeting and slow progression is real. In no participant
was IW9 the sole B57-specific Gag epitope targeted, suggesting
that IW9 targeting may not be protective in isolation. Our findings
do not distinguish whether early IW9 targeting is directly protective or an indirect correlate of a separate mechanism of protection.
Surprisingly, our study failed to find a correlation between
early targeting of two other commonly targeted conserved B57restricted epitopes, KF11 and TW10, and delayed progression to
disease. Although CTL targeting of IW9 and the existence of viral
escape from such targeting have been well described, more data
exist regarding the dynamics of targeting of TW10 and KF11,
which often dominate the early and later CTL responses, respectively (4, 77). However, subdominant CTL responses can be important for the control of HIV-1 (27). It is possible that IW9specific CTLs, while few in number, can have superior avidity or
antiviral activity, as has been seen in isolated IW9-specific CTL
lines from a small number of individuals (16, 34). Alternatively,
although the fitness costs to HIV-1 of mutating to escape IW9specific CTL surveillance do not appear to be more severe than the
costs of escape from TW10- or KF11-specific CTL surveillance
(10), it remains to be determined whether the costs associated
with IW9 escape are more sustained, perhaps due to fewer options
for compensation by secondary mutations (11).
The timing of particular CTL responses may be an important
factor in their influence on disease progression. Most B57⫹ individuals infected with HIV-1 target IW9 at some point; in one
cohort study, only 23% targeted IW9 during acute/early infection,
whereas CTL responses to IW9 were detectable in 60% of B57⫹
individuals during chronic infection (77). The overrepresentation
of slow progressors in our cohort may account for the finding of
IW9 targeting in 50% of participants in our study. It is possible
that IW9 responses are most useful if they are early, in contrast to
KF11 targeting, which is effective during chronic infection (40).
It is instructive to compare our findings with those in a recent
report which also sought to identify early B57-restricted CTL responses that correlated with slow HIV-1 disease progression (21).
Within a cohort of 9 B57⫹/B58⫹ individuals, targeting of TW10
within the first 1 to 4 months of infection was significantly correlated with a slower decline of CD4⫹ T cell numbers in the 8 years
after infection (21). This is consistent with our findings: of the 6
participants in the present study whose CD4⫹ T cell count declined to below 200 within 10 years of infection (which also occurred for all 9 participants in the prior study), the 3 who did not
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geting of only IW9 early in infection was specifically associated
with longer times until disease suggests that the mechanism may
be more complex and that the timing of CTL responses may be
important. This work, although not powered by a large cohort and
necessarily exploratory in nature, does suggest that the role of IW9
targeting in B57-mediated protection merits closer attention. Understanding the detailed mechanisms by which B57 is associated
with slow progression to disease will reveal underlying principles
of immune control of HIV-1, which is critical for the development
of rational vaccine design strategies.
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Supplemental Table 1. Raw IFN-γ Elispot data
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HLA

epitope ID

15mer peptide

A

B

C

D

E

F
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G
H

I

J

K

L

M

N

Gag p17 (matrix)
5001
5003
5004
5005

B57
A2
A2
A2?

LANL
LANL
LANL
IEDB

297

QPSLQTGSEELRSLY
EELRSLYNTVATLYC
SLYNTVATLYCVHQR
TVATLYCVHQRIEIK

201
746
327

69

Gag p24 (capsid)
5020
5025
5044
5045

B57
B57
B57
A2?

LANL

IEDB

QMVHQAISPRTLNAW
EKAFSPEVIPMFSAL
AGTTSTLQEQIGWMT
STLQEQIGWMTNNPP

IEDB
IEDB

EAMSQVTNSATIMMQ
QVTNSATIMMQRGNF

B15

LANL

IGRNLLTQIGCTLNF

B57
B57
B57
B57
A30
A30
A03
A2
A2
B44
B57
B57
A68?
A68?
A24 or B44
A01 or A30

LANL
LANL

B57
B57
B57
A32 or B57

LANL
LANL

DVGDAYFSVPLDKDF
AYFSVPLDKDFRKYT
KWTVQPIVLPEKDSW
QPIVLPEKDSWTVND
QKLVGKLNWASQIYA
GKLNWASQIYAGIKV
WASQIYAGIKVKQLC
LLRGTKALTEVIPLT
TKALTEVIPLTEEAE
IAEIQKQGQGQWTYQ
WTEYWQATWIPEWEF
WQATWIPEWEFVNTP
IVGAETFYVDGAANR
ETFYVDGAANRETKL
EEHEKYHSNWRAMAS
HTDNGSNFTSTTVKA
GSNFTSTTVKAACWW
GSNFTSTTVKAACWW
TSTTVKAACWWAGIK
EHLKTAVQMAVFIHN
QKQITKIQNFRVYYR
TKIQNFRVYYRDSRD
VIQDNSDIKVVPRRK

LANL
LANL

205
112

891
53
498

393
86
607
109

175
56

139
142

267

66

142
211

132
653

109

304

Gag p2 (nucleocapsid)
5076
5077

A1 or B57
A1 or B57

495
710

Pol (protease)
5496

310

Pol (RT)
5527
5528
5559
5560
5564
5565
5566
5570
5571
5581
5600
5601
5608
5609
5642
5668
5669
5669
5670
5682
5693
5694
5702

LANL
LANL
LANL
LANL
LANL
IEDB
IEDB
IEDB
LANL
LANL
LANL
LANL
IEDB
IEDB

IEDB
IEDB

A1 or A2

69
109
845
644
122
129

92
119

888
898

323
201

109
106

125
66
63
135
195
102
66
112

149
106
106

736
736
185

376
376
396

300
300
188

132
178
224
248

53

Env (gp120)
6209
6217
6286
6287

B57
A32 or B57
A3 or A1
A3 or A1

IEDB
IEDB
IEDB
IEDB

MRVKGIRRNYQHWWG
LWVTVYYGVPVWKEA
RKRIHIGPGRAFYTT
HIGPGRAFYTTKNII

1683
333
776
198

Env (gp41)
6384
6385
6418
6419

B57
B57
B7
B7

IEDB
IEDB
IEDB
IEDB
IEDB

AVLSIVNRVRQGYSP
IVNRVRQGYSPLSLQ
GRAILHIPTRIRQGL
LHIPTRIRQGLERAL

A68
A68
B15?
?
B07
B07
A03
B57
B57
B57
B57
B57
B57
B57
A01

IEDB
IEDB
IEDB
IEDB

WSKRSVVGWPTVRER
SVVGWPTVRERMRRA
WPTVRERMRRAEPAA
RRAEPAADGVGAVSR
EVGFPVRPQVPLRPM
PVRPQVPLRPMTYKA
QVPLRPMTYKAAVDL
RPMTYKAAVDLSHFL
YKAAVDLSHFLKEKG
WVYHTQGYFPDWQNY
FPDWQNYTPGPGIRY
QNYTPGPGIRYPLTF
PGPGIRYPLTFGWCF
IRYPLTFGWCFKLVP
HMARELHPEYYKDC

215
215
749
604

Nef
5140
5141
5142
5144
5155
5156
5157
5158
5159
5167
5169
5170
5171
5172
5187

LANL
LANL
LANL
LANL
LANL
LANL
LANL
LANL
LANL
LANL
LANL

231
234
158
205
205
284
162
254
152
327
789
244

231

215
99
558

244

116

43
743

194

650
604
419

Tat
5119
5120
5121
5122

C12
C12
A1 or B57
A1 or B57

LANL
LANL
IEDB
IEDB

CYCKKCCFHCQVCFT
KCCFHCQVCFTTKGL
HCQVCFTTKGLGISY
CFTTKGLGISYGRKK

B57
B57

LANL
LANL

DEELLKTVRLIKFLY
LKTVRLIKFLYQSNP

B57

LANL

EAVRHFPRIWLHSLG

B57?
B57?
B35
B35
B35
B35
B57

LANL
LANL

LANL

VKHHMYISGKAKGWF
MYISGKAKGWFYRHH
IPLGDAKLVITTYWG
DAKLVITTYWGLHTG
YWGLHTGERDWHLGQ
HTGERDWHLGQGVSI
PPLPSVTKLTEDRWN

449
947
109
112
333
300
370

A33
A33

LANL
LANL

IVFIEYRKILRQRKI
EYRKILRQRKIDRLI

128
317

389
1254
370
135

Rev
5993
5994

109
307

33
56

215
264

182

1373
1785

508

99

Vpr
6071

363

125

Vif
6024
6025
6032
6033
6035
6036
6058

LANL
LANL
LANL
LANL

34

383
340
155

96

261

Vpu
5979
5980

Supplemental Table 1. Raw IFN-γ Elispot data. Table values indicate number of spot-forming cells per 10 cells, and are the average of 2 values, from duplicate wells.
Red text indicates actual epitope likely targeted within 15mer peptide. In many cases, consecutive overlapping 15mers were targeted by individuals, with the actual
epitope contained in the region of overlap; these pairs of 15mer peptides are grouped together. "LANL" indicates that the epitope and HLA restriction were identified
using the LANL HIV Epitope Maps tool (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/immunology/maps/maps.html); "IEDB" indicates that the epitope and HLA restriction were
identified using the IEDB Epitope Predictor (http://tools.immuneepitope.org/analyze/html/mhc_binding.html). Peptide numbering is according to the NIH AIDS Research
and Reference Reagent Repository.
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Supplemental FIG. 1. Viral load and CD4+ T cell counts early in infection do not correlate well with
eventual times until disease. (a) Viral loads varied widely among the participants at the early time point
tested. Viral load in RNA copies/mL. (b) An apparent trend linking low viral loads to delayed disease onset
is solely driven by participant N, who is an outlier, an elite controller. Otherwise, there is no association. (c)
There is no association between time of sampling and viral load. Participant K was likely sampled during
acute infection. (d) Although higher viral loads are associated with lower CD4+ T cell counts during early
infection, this trend does not approach statistical significance. (e) CD4+ T cell counts early in infection are
not associated with times until disease. (f) A weak association was observed between later sampling times
relative to seroconversion and lower CD4+ T cell counts, but did not approach statistical significance.
Correlations and p values shown are calculated based on Spearman Rank Correlation.
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Supplemental FIG. 2. At early stages of infection, overall breadth and magnitude of the CTL response do
not correlate well with viral load or CD4+ T cell counts, and are not influenced by the time of sampling.
Scatter plots demonstrating lack of correlation between CD4+ T cell count (cells/mm3) and CTL breadth (a)
and magnitude (b); viral load (RNA copies/mL) and CTL breadth (c) and magnitude (d); and breadth (e) and
magnitude (f) and time of sampling relative to seroconversion. Although not statistically significant, (c) and
(d) are consistent with a model whereby very high viral loads drive increased breadth and magnitude of the
CTL response. Correlations and p values shown are calculated based on Spearman Rank Correlation.
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Supplemental FIG. 3. Time of sampling relative to seroconversion was associated with magnitude of CTL
responses to conserved epitopes, but not with other measures of the CTL response. Samples were drawn
from participants at varying times following seroconversion. Time of seroconversion could be narrowed to a
range based on the last seronegative and first seropositive study visit, with infection estimated to have
occurred at the midpoint. The magnitudes of both the low entropy (LE) response (b) and the low diversity
(LD) response (d) were associated with time of sampling, whereas the correlation between time of sampling
and breadth of the LD response trended towards significance (c) and between time of sampling and breadth
of the LE response was not significant (a). None of the associations between time of sampling and either
breadth or magnitude of the responses to epitopes from structural proteins or Gag was significant (e – n).
Correlations and p values shown are calculated based on Spearman Rank Correlation.
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Supplemental FIG. 4. Assessment of the correlation of early targeting of specific epitopes with eventual
slow progression to disease using decline of CD4+ T cell counts below 400/mm3 as the threshold event.
Hollow circles indicate non-targeters and filled circles indicate targeters. Bars indicate median number of
years between seroconversion and decline of CD4 counts below 400. IW9 was the epitope with the
greatest difference between targeters and nontargeters in time until CD4 counts declined below 400:
median 10.25 years for targeters vs 5.25 years for nontargeters. P values shown are calculated based on
the 1-sided Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test.
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Supplemental FIG. 5. Contribution of targeting of individual epitopes IW9, TW10, and KF11 to
correlations between breadth of Gag targeting and time until disease shown in Figure 4. Figures 4b 4e are replotted with individual epitopes IW9, TW10, and KF11 censored from the data. Correlations
and p values shown are calculated based on Spearman Rank Correlation.

